
M Britt Profiles – 800 Pack 
 
800 Pack contains 36 “studio” type profiles and 10 “merged” profiles.  Your KPA must be 
using 3.0 or later to use these profiles.  

 
After the 2-input metal front JMP amps, Mars added some more gain and along with 
their new preamp/master volume setup and the 800-series amps were born.  These amps 
were typically brighter than their predecessors but the extra gain stage created some 
buzzy goodness that epitomized the hair band era.  The later Silver Jube amps cover 
everything from Joe Bonamassa to Slash.  This collection includes: 
 
Mars Silver – 12 Studio profiles of a 100w Reissue Silver Jube along with 7 merged profiles 
of some of the settings.  These were done using my 3rd Power Switchback 212, some 
mic’ing the Classic Lead 80 and some the Vintage 30 for a little variation. 
 
Metro 2203 – A Metro replica of the 100w 2203 Mars amp.  This amp had a great, edgy 
sound and there are 3 Studio profiles and 3 of the matching Merged profiles. 
 
Mars J800 – This was from a short-lived run of wicker front reproductions that Mars made 
with nos parts of a JCM800.  There are 7 profiles of this amp. 
 
Mars Jube – This amp was a 1987 50-watt Silver Jube that sounded fantastic.  There are 
14 Studio profiles of this amp, starting with Joe Bonamassa’s preferred amp settings and 
going up in gain slowly, pulling the boost knobs along the way to get up to Slash territory. 
 
 
Possibly Useful Info – 
 
Naming Conventions – When profiling amps, I usually just number them sequentially as I 
go.  I often (but not always) start with lower gain and work up unless the amp is strictly an 
overdrive amp.  Then I’ll go back and check it and make any adjustments and profile it 
again.  The numbers don’t signify anything except the order that I profiled them.  On 
these packs, I pick my favorite of each gain level and include those, but keep the 
number of the profile for my reference.  I also try to note if and which pedals are profiled 
in front of the amp in the comments section of the amp tags.  The “+” usually means 
more gain or a boost switch, and “B” is usually Bright input or switch.  The first number 
after the rig name is usually the profiling session and the second is the profile number.  If I 
do a substantial tweaking to a profile, I often save it as a suffix to the original number, like 
2 5 1 (meaning the 2nd profile session, 5th profile’s 1st edit) and so on.  That way I can 
always refer back to the original to see if it was actually an improvement.  
 
Speakers and mics – I usually like to profile amps using the same speaker cab and mic 
setup.  While some amps might benefit from using their built-in speakers/cabs, I find that I 
get the best and most-usable results from this setup.  The 3rd Power speaker cabs I use 
have diagonal baffles inside which create non-parallel walls in the speaker box to 
reduce standing waves and resonant frequencies so that they are relatively even and 
don’t impart as much of a “tone” to the profiles like standard cabs do.  This lets the sound 
of the amp come out and not so much the sound of the cabinet.  My Classic Lead 80 is 
an even, smooth speaker with tight bottom that doesn’t impart too much speaker 
character onto the profile.  There are some exceptions to this setup but they will be 
noted in the tags.  The combination of a Shure SM57 and a ribbon mic (in this case a 



Cascade Fathead II) gives a blend that sounds closest to what I hear standing in front of 
the amp.  Having a consistent speaker/mic combination also helps when switching 
profiles/rigs in a live situation. 
 
Tweaking – Feel free to tweak these profiles to fit what you want to hear just as you would 
a traditional amp.  I strive to keep my EQ section as flat as possible so it gives the user 
plenty of room to adjust as necessary.  I find the Definition control extremely useful in 
dialing in profiles as it can sweep the focus of the overall eq without having to grab the 
eq knobs.  I often start there.  If you find the profile “dull”, start by turning up the 
Definition.  If you find it harsh, try turning the Definition down til it smooths out.  The Power 
Sagging, Compressor, Clarity control and the speaker Character control can all be 
helpful as well.  Some profiles may require more tweaking than others in getting “your” 
sound out them.   
 


